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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce ACAT-G, an interactive dialogue
learning framework that incorporates constant human feedback into fine-tuning language models in order to assist conditioned dialog generation. The system takes in a limited
amount of input from a human and generates personalized
response corresponding to the context of the conversation
within natural dialog time-frame. By combining inspirations
from online learning, reinforcement learning, and large scale
language models, we expect this project to provide a foundation for human-in-the-loop conditional dialog generation
tasks.

Figure 1: Overview of ACAT-G Framework. Response Generator is displayed twice, since it is called twice.

Introduction
ACAT (Assistive Context Aware Toolkit)(Nachman, Prasad
et al. 2018) project is an open source platform developed at
Intel Labs to enable people with motor neuron diseases to
have full access to the capabilities and applications of their
computers using very limited user input (e.g. gaze, single
muscle movement, facial gesture, etc). In addition to providing access to applications, since many users with MND lose
their ability to speak, ACAT also enables users to communicate with others by converting their text input into speech using a TTS system. ACAT utilizes word prediction to reduce
the effort needed by the user to enter the text. Due to the recent advancements of large scale language models such as
OpenGPT (Radford et al. 2018) and the more recent successors, next generation of ACAT aims to provide the user a
high quality near real time conversational experience while
minimizing the number of input required and maximizing
the trust between the user and the system. We envision the
new version of ACAT to listen to the speaker, convert it to
text, provide different responses to the user to choose from,
hence dramatically reducing the silence gap in the conversation resulting from users input their responses from scratch.
While we have several methods available to train conditional language generation models today, most of them
rely on optimizing the MLE loss. These models inherently
suffer from the problem of exposure bias, repetitions, and
lack of diverse generation, other methods have emerged to
tackle these issues using methods like unlikelihood training(Welleck et al. 2020), sequence decoding with various

loss functions(See et al. 2019; Gupta et al. 2019), ranking responses(Gao et al. 2020), etc. Very few methods today apply
online learning approaches to train these generative models(yang Wu, Li, and Yu 2020). In this work, we are exploring methods inspired from the TextGAIL approach(Welleck
et al. 2020) to train models with reinforcement learning
based online updates.
For the user to trust an assistive computing system like
ACAT, the user must be able to control the output of the system. Thus, the system, in addition to providing a feedback
interface in the reinforcement learning loop, must also provide the ability to control information.
To address the above questions, this paper introduces
ACAT-G dialog based interaction and learning framework.
Built on top of ParlAI (Miller et al. 2017) dialog collection and training pipeline, the key contribution to ACAT-G
is it utilizes reinforcement learning paradigm to combine the
process of training a language model with human control
and feedback. We guide the development with three principles: 1. minimized user input interface, 2. online learning
paradigm that can tune generated response 3. maximized
sense of control over the dialog flow. This system proposes
personalization, keyword extraction, and response generation modules. Personalization module provides an interface
for the trained system to insert additional information about
the user. Personalization module outputs a control vector
that encodes the user’s personal information to the keyword
extractor, which propose a list of keywords relevant to the
conversation.
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Figure 2: ACAT-G UI Keyword Selection/Editing

Figure 3: ACAT-G UI Response Generation/Editing

System

edited, selected, and deleted. Figure 2 display the UI for keyword extraction.
In order to minimize user keystroke, user interface can
operate with only left, right, and enter. The insight behind
this design is original ACAT are specialized in facial tracking and minimal input detection for users with motor neuron disease. We also provide optional word-editing features.
The interface feeds both user edited keywords and the selected keyword into the back-end system. The response generator, provided with the input from keyword extractor, uses
a pretrained DialogGPT (Zhang et al. 2020) that we finetune the last layer to propose a candidate response. The candidate response is proposed to the user in Figure 3, where
the user can make edits and respond with the edited output.
Moreover, the user can edit the whole sentence if decide the
proposed response is inadequate. Our system can review the
changes made by the user and provide the response generator a reward depend on the amount of edits the user makes.
Furthermore, the selections made by the user will be stored
in playback sessions to allow the user to review the conversation out of the current dialog scope. This minimalist user
interface adhered to our design goal on simplifying while
maximizing the control, and provided a constant interactive
system optimization.

ACAT-G Framework is built on top of ParlAI. ParlAI (Miller
et al. 2017) is a platform for training and evaluating dialog
models with a library of formatted dialog data and datasets.
ACAT-G utilizes the Agent-Teacher paradigm in ParlAI to
encapsulate the three key modules: Personalization Module,
Keyword Extractor, and Response Generator.
Personalization Module takes in the input and feeds a
processed input into keyword extractor. How to process the
input can be customized depends on the task required. Personalization module exist as an interface for any user information system. We will explore methods to personalize responses with little user data(Su et al. 2019) as part of future
work. Currently, the module post process the dialog history
by parsing out personality descriptions.
Keyword Extractor takes in the input from personalization module and proposes a list of keywords for the user
to choose. Moreover, the user can also change some of the
propose keywords. The changed keyword list and user selection will be both passed to the keyword extractor and later
response generator. As a result, the user provides keyword
extractor a feedback loop to update the keyword suggestion.
Response Generator receives the input from keyword
extractor in form of user keyword selection and generate a
response using a pretrained language model such as Dialog
GPT. The system will propose the candidate response to the
user and ask for permission to speak. The user can either
approve the response or make corresponding edits. The edit
will be feed back into the response generator for the second
time and compute the type of edits. Depends on the nature
of the experiment, response generator can customize reward
function based off the edit user makes. Thus, fine-tuning the
pretrained language model with reinforcement learning algorithms.

Discussion
This framework is the first among a series of projects to improving assisted language generation system. By introducing human feedback into the training loop, we have provided a interface that can connect front-end design adapted
to user’s need and back-end existing offline dialog task training framework. By allowing the user to actively edit the response provided by the response generator, we have provided an interface for reinforcement learning experiment
setup to fine tune language models.
While this project marks the progress on the overall
framework, each individual components require more detailed design and expansion. Future plans include adding internal session for reply learning on personalization module,
replay session to allow users to provide detailed feedback to
the system, explicit design in user interface to optimize dialog flow, and experiment different reinforcement learning
algorithms such as PPO and TRPO.

Training Pipeline and Evaluation
We will use persona chat (Zhang et al. 2018) dataset
to mimic real world settings during the conversation and
demonstrate the user interface. Persona data provides a persona list for each conversation episode. When the training
session starts, persona dataset teacher class in ParlAI will
first feed the dialog history along with the persona into keyword extractor. For demonstration purposes, we used a fixed
set of initial keywords. However, the keywords can be both
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